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Highlights
1. BCBS reaffirms its expectations on Basel III implementation and provides direction on key areas and US

Agencies issue statement on their commitment to Basel III standards.

2. BCBS advances works on Basel III reforms, climate change and annual GSIBs assessment

3. FSB consults on framework for information from Financial Market Infrastructures intermediaries

4. IOSCO publishes statement on sustainability-related assurance

5. ESAs publish report warning of rising risks amid a deteriorating economic outlook

Global

● BCBS reaffirms its expectations on Basel III implementation and provides direction on key areas
It highlights the need for a full implementation of the Basel III framework as soon as possible. Furthermore, it
reviewed the work on climate-related financial risks and cryptoassets.

● BCBS advances works on Basel III reforms, climate change and annual GSIBs assessment
It agrees to publish an evaluation report on buffer usability and cyclicality in the Basel framework, discusses
measures to address climate-related financial risks, and approves annual assessment exercise for G-SIBs.

● FSB consults on framework for information from Financial Market Infrastructures intermediaries
It seeks feedback from FMI service providers, firms subject to a resolution planning requirement and bank
resolution authorities to improve the quality of information gathering for firms. Deadline: Oct, 9.

● IOSCO publishes statement on sustainability-related assurance
It welcomes the work towards high-quality, global assurance standards. It will support consistency,
comparability and reliability of sustainability-related information, enhancing trust in the quality of information.

Europe

● ESAs publish report warning of rising risks amid a deteriorating economic outlook
Recommends authorities and market participants: i) prepare for deterioration in asset quality; ii) monitor impact
of policy rates and inflation; iii) monitor risks to retail investors; & iv) manage environmental and cyber risks.
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https://www.bis.org/press/p220913.htm?utm_source=European+Banking+Federation+newsletters+and+updates&utm_campaign=dc9e2b7ad3-MORNING+BRIEF+0622_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_088668d33b-dc9e2b7ad3-80193547&mc_cid=dc9e2b7ad3&mc_eid=c717b96fac
https://www.bis.org/press/p220915.htm
https://www.fsb.org/2022/09/fsb-seeks-feedback-on-first-experiences-with-the-framework-for-information-from-fmi-intermediaries/
https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD713.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/esas-warn-rising-risks-amid-deteriorating-economic-outlook


● EBA publishes its annual funding plan report
It shows the banks’ plans to issue more debt instruments in the coming years intended to counterbalance
expected decline in central bank funding.

● EBA issues revised list of validation rules
It highlights those which have been deactivated and those which have been reactivated, in order to allow
competent authorities to validate data submitted in accordance with reporting standards.

● EBA issues opinion on Nederlandsche Bank measure to address macroprudential risk
It does not object to the extension of the measure that imposes a minimum average risk weight on Dutch
housing loan portfolios for credit institutions that have adopted an internal ratings-based (IRB) approach.

United States

● Agencies issue statement on their commitment to Basel III standards
They reaffirm the commitment to implement enhanced capital requirements aligned with the Basel III standard.
They plan to issue a consultation on the new standard, and are developing a joint proposal for issuance.

● SEC publishes rules to improve risk management in clearance and settlement
The proposal would require that clearing agencies in the US Treasury market adopt policies and procedures
designed to require their members to submit certain specified secondary market transactions for clearing.

● FRB publishes policy statement on whistleblower claims
It seeks to promote the submission of claims regarding misconduct, unsafe practices, or violations of law at
supervised banking organizations, affirming that it will not tolerate retaliation against whistleblowers.

Recent publications of interest (in English and Spanish):

● Press Article. Basilea III en Europa: Ajuste a la realidad (only in Spanish). Aug 2022.

● Press Article. The first climate stress tests for European banks have arrived. May 2022.

● Press Article. What is the European Union’s social taxonomy for sustainable finance? April 2022.

● Press Article. Areas for improvement in the EU crisis management framework (page 124). February 2022.

Previous edition of our Weekly Financial Regulation Update in English.
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https://www.eba.europa.eu/eba%E2%80%99s-annual-bank-funding-plans-report-shows-plans-issue-more-debt-instruments-coming-years-intended
https://www.eba.europa.eu/eba-issues-revised-list-validation-rules-0
https://www.eba.europa.eu/eba-issues-opinion-measures-address-macroprudential-risk-following-notification-de-nederlandsche-0
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20220909a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-162
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/srletters/SR2207.htm
https://www.eleconomista.es/opinion/noticias/11912204/08/22/Basilea-III-en-Europa-Ajuste-a-la-realidad.html
https://www.bbva.com/en/sustainability/the-first-climate-stress-tests-for-european-banks-have-arrived/
https://www.bbva.com/en/sustainability/what-is-the-european-unions-social-taxonomy-for-sustainable-finance/
https://www.eurofi.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/views-the-eurofi-magazine_paris_february-2022.pdf?utm_source=email&utm_campaign=01_EVENT_-_MAGAZINE__RU&utm_medium=email
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/financial-regulation-weekly-update-september-09-2022/


DISCLAIMER
The present document does not constitute an “Investment Recommendation”, as defined in Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market abuse (“MAR”). In particular, this document does not
constitute “Investment Research” nor “Marketing Material”, for the purposes of article 36 of the Regulation (EU) 2017/565 of 25
April 2016 supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards organizational
requirements and operating conditions for investment firms and defined terms for the purposes of that Directive (MIFID II).

Readers should be aware that under no circumstances should they base their investment decisions on the information
contained in this document. Those persons or entities offering investment products to these potential investors are legally
required to provide the information needed for them to take an appropriate investment decision.

This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department. It is provided for information purposes only and expresses
data or opinions regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,
regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.

This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic
context or market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.

This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or
decision of any kind.

The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. Reproduction, transformation, distribution, public
communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process is prohibited,
except in cases where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA on its website www.bbvaresearch.com
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